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How do leading financial advisors make 
the best possible impression?
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1 Introducing 
a new index for first impressions

Every services business has a not-so-
secret weapon: the expertise, people 
skills and strengths of your team.

But what about the time before you are able to 

make that first impression? What does your website, 

content, scheduling and responsiveness say about 

you and your business? What message does it send 

potential clients?

This has never been more important than in the 

time of Coronavirus – but peoples’ expectations 

and behaviour are likely now changed forever�

This is why we created this report� It focuses on 

how the top financial advisors in the country make 

a great first impression, what others can learn 

from it and where they need to do more�

We think you’ll agree the findings make for 

fascinating and important reading to anyone in 

this industry� And we hope you find our 

observations and recommendations useful to 

further improve how you make an impact on 

your customers from the first moments of 

the relationship�

We hope to repeat the research in future, so if 

you have any questions or comments, get in 

touch with me at hello@cronofy�com�

Setting the Scene: facts and figures 
from the industry today

3

say lack of integration 
is major challenge�

53%

It’s a growing market:

28%

spend £25-50k a 
year on tech�

The average cost to 
onboard a client is £1,543�

27,557 financial advisors in the UK in 2019, up 3% 
year on year and up 8% since 2016�

30,000

20,000

10,000

2018 201920172016

Number of financial advisors in the UK

5200
firms

SOURCE:  NextWealth’s 2020 Financial Advice Business Benchmarks Report

Adam Bird 
Cronofy CEO and Co-founder

Financial Advisors:

mailto:hello%40cronofy.com?subject=First%20Impressions%20Report
http://www.nextwealth.co.uk/financial-advice-business-benchmarking-2020/2020-financial-advice-business-benchmarks-report/
https://www.nextwealth.co.uk/financial-advice-business-benchmarking-2020/2020-financial-advice-business-benchmarks-report/
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Top findings

Company Design Content Response Scheduling Total

1 Johnston Carmichael 4 4 2 3 81%

2 1825 4 4 2 1 69%

3 Wingate Group 3 3 2 2 63%

4 Paradigm Norton 3 3 2 1 56%

4 Beckett 3 4 1 1 56%

4 Keyte 3 4 1 1 56%

5 Mazars 2 3 2 1 50%

Category averages: 2 2.5 1 1

*All categories are marked out of 4. Find our full methodology in the appendix at the end of the report.
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General notes and observations
DESIGN

 All contact forms were one page, static and had 

     simple questions�

 Forms with multiple choice options and radio 
     buttons felt less intimidating and fatiguing than 

     writing a full manual response�

CONTENT

 A few made HUGE leaps in brand impact – video, 

     well branded offerings, content and reports�

 Good use of pop-ups to ensure relevant 

     location/services�

RESPONSE

 A single firm gave an instant response (but this 

     just provided a PDF of a report, and it wasn’t 

     followed up�)

 Three never replied, only two attached a PDF 

     with more info�

SCHEDULING

 We found one example of something resembling a 

     scheduling tool� However, it was only a simple form�

 One “book appointment” button led to just 

     a phone number�

 Only two companies offered video- 
     conferencing options�
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2 Four key 
observations

Phone call myopia
It’s clear everyone wants to get potential clients on 

the phone as quickly as possible� But this assumes that’s 

always what the client wants too�

What follows can become a mismatch of touchpoints� 

Prospects were ready to schedule a chat when they made the enquiry – not 

necessarily when financial advisors are now chasing them across inboxes 

and answerphones�

A little content goes a 
really long way
When you’re reviewing multiple providers, common 

patterns in tone and branding start to become numbing� 

The few companies who provided video, visuals and 

strong third party endorsement stood head and shoulders above the rest in 

our memory during the process�

There’s no effort to make 
scheduling an advantage
A couple of advisors suggested times or dates – but 

the basic rules of scheduling aren’t followed (see 

Sched-Rules section below�) The cost is not just the 

time it takes for the manual back and forth, but the 

opportunity to make an industry-leading first impression�

There’s little sign of 
effective automation
The main experience is of advisors rushing to get through 

their email inbox — and effectively filling up yours� 

You hope there’s use of templates, but there were only 

a couple of cases where responses were instant and included relevant content 

right away – instead we’re onboarded directly into a manual workflow�

Even worse, some automation didn’t work or halted the workflow completely� 

Broken systems, or sharing contact details and leaving the ball in a potential 

client’s court, are a sure way to lose out to more proactive competitors�
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Use content to reassure, 
cover questions and stand out
The brands that stood out in our mind were the ones 

who used content to answer our questions, build trust 

and tell us something about themselves� Achieving this 

before your first full meeting means you can discuss 

deeper details sooner, and on a foundation of trust�

3 Four key 
opportunities and recommendations

Don’t use humans for what 
machines do better
You can respond immediately and be in the top 1%� You 

can respond with possible times to talk instantly� You can 

respond with content based on exactly what they need 

from a form that asks the right questions�

Free up your human teams to do what they do best — creating relationships — and 

use tech to do what it does best�

Build scheduling in
Why make your contact page and scheduling process 

separate? Why not embed a  form that also lets prospects 

choose a time to speak to you, updated straight from your 

calendar? It seems the industry often wants to get people 

on the phone ASAP, but then tries to just call out of the blue which leads to missed 

calls and missed opportunities�

It’s easy to make sure you immediately secure a time that works for everyone – 

and before they go and talk to your competition�

Prepare for a more 
remote world
Are you ready to interact over video? Are you ready to 

have an asynchronous relationship with efficiency and 

without being able to do it in person? 

Younger generations are ready and willing to engage in different ways – and the 

best clients in this industry can now be caught early in their financial career for 

maximum lifetime value�
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AIL

FACE 

4 The Sched-Rules: 
how to make the 

  best impression

After years working on scheduling with some of 
the world’s most respected brands, we think it’s 
time to formalize the etiquette to make everyones’ 
lives easier.

So here are our “Sched-Rules” – read them, live them, share 

them and let’s make the world of scheduling better�

RULE ONE 
Don’t make potential clients do the work 
When you’re inviting them to a first meeting to discuss their future, don’t also 

ask them to be your secretary and do the scheduling legwork! To start a 

relationship on the right foot, show you care and make it easy� 

 

RULE TWO 
Scheduling should be “one click”, 
not endless email 
People love online experiences that make things faster and easier� Scheduling 

usually involves the opposite — a drawn out back and forth before you can 

actually speak� 

Adopting a scheduling tool is easy and lets you deliver a better experience� You 

can offer times that work and your guest just clicks to confirm� 

 

RULE THREE 
Offer 5 - 6 options 
The sweet spot is two different times on three different days� That’s the best way 

to make sure you have enough options to make most meetings work first time� 

 

RULE FOUR 
Cover off questions first  
Meetings commonly consist of two things: sharing info and getting feedback� 

Think about whether you can share the information ahead of time, covering off 

FAQs or introducing your background in a video before your first conversation�
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5 Spotlight Interview 
with financial journalist, 

   Sara Benwell
Sara Benwell is a 
freelance financial 
journalist who has 
written about financial 
advice in publications 
from The Sun and Daily 
Mail to Pensions Age 
and Strategic Risk.

We spoke to her about the report findings, looking 
at how financial advisors make an impact on 
potential clients before their first meeting.

What’s your initial reaction to 
the findings?

While some areas of the financial services 

industry have modernized, financial advice hasn’t 

and seems locked in the past� 

Historically, there might have been good reasons 

for that because people who seek financial advice 

are likely to be older� However, I think that’s an 

argument that would have been fair enough 15 years 

ago and I don’t think it is now� I think most financial 
advisors would say that high up their priority list 

is to target more young people in their thirties 

and forties� 

There’s an over-reliance on face to face� There’s 

not enough technology� If you look at someone 

like Nutmeg, they’ve got their customer journey 

sorted� Even though they’re doing investment, 

which is extremely complex, they’ve managed to 

make that so simple and customer friendly�

If I’m a person thinking about getting financial 

advice for the first time, and I go to a financial 

advisor’s website, I’m probably targeting one of 

their key services, triggered by a life event – for 

instance, seeking retirement planning at the age 

of 55� 

Why aren’t those services signposted across 

the top? Wingate’s site feels as if it is most 

geared towards consumers, with case studies, 

clear information about services and a focus on 

professional excellence� 

Most of the other websites were confusing, hard to 

navigate and drenched in jargon more suited to a 

B2B market�

“There’s an over-reliance on face to face. 
There’s not enough technology.”

What do you think about the way 
the current perception affects 
people’s decisions?

I think financial advice is incredibly important� 

I’ve written umpteen articles about why financial 

advice can help people to manage and grow their 

assets and make strategic financial decisions� 
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I think, if you take the trust barrier as the key thing 

you’ve got to overcome, then advisors that want to 

grow their customer must: 

1�  Be upfront about what your costs are and 

 how you charge� 

2�  Make a big point of your independence and 

 back this up with facts and information� 

3� Have good, obvious case studies that show 
 the value of advice to real people and help 

 build that trust� 

“Be upfront about what your costs are...”

How do you see the relationship 
to new technology entering the 
market?

The question that financial advisors need to 

ask themselves is: are we going to be the people 
who modernize, who make ourselves friendly and 
accessible, who explain what’s going on, who do all 

of this, or is a tech company going to come in and try 

to do it with things like robo-advisors?
“...if somebody recommended three financial 
advisors to me, the firm that wins my business 
will be the one with the best customer journey.”

For instance, one of my regular arguments is the 

significant impact taking advice can have on pension 

portfolios where the cost is usually 

far outweighed by the benefits� 

But the fact is that most people think it’s expensive� 

They think it’s for rich people� They think of the big 

scandals that have happened over the years, so 

they’re mistrustful of the industry as a whole�

And then, even if they overcome all of those 

barriers, they come to a website that tells them 

virtually nothing�

Tech companies have identified that financial 

services are multi-billion pound industries and 

have come up with solutions to try and carve out 

some of this revenue� For instance, robo-advice, 

pensions consolidators such as Pension Bee and 

challenger banks such as Starling and Monzo� If 

financial advisors don’t embrace technology, they 

will be next� 

“If it’s not easy to book appointments, 
that’s crazy.”

Admittedly this might be a referral-heavy industry� 

But experience still matters − if somebody 

recommended three financial advisors to me, the 

firm that wins my business will be the one with the 
best customer journey� Those firms with murky 

websites, poor customer contact firms or long 

response times must be losing clients�
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x +y +z =k , The wo rd a lgeb ra comes f rom the A rab ic (a l - jab r l i t . " the res to r ing o f 

b roken pa r ts " ) f rom the t i t l e o f the ea r ly 9 th cen tu ry book c I lm a l - jab r wa 

l -muqāba la 

The Sc ience o f Res to r ing and Ba lanc ing " by the Pe rs ian ma thema t ic ian and 

as t ronome r a l -Khwa r izm i . In h is wo rk , the te rm a l - jab r re fe r red to the ope ra t ion o f 

mov ing a te rm f rom one s ide o f an equa t ion to the o the r , a l -muqāba la "ba lanc ing " 

re fe r red to add ing equa l te rms to bo th s ides . Sho r tened to jus t a lgebe r o r a lgeb ra 

in La t in , the wo rd even tua l ly en te red the Eng l ish language du r ing the f i f t een th 

cen tu ry , f rom e i the r Span ish , I ta l ian , o r Med ieva l La t in . I t o r ig ina l ly re fe r red to the 

su rg ica l p rocedu re o f se t t ing b roken o r d is loca ted bones . The ma thema t ica l 

mean ing was f i rs t reco rded ( in Eng l ish ) in the s ix teen th cen tu ry . [7 ]
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How do you feel changing 
demographics is having an 
impact here?

I’d put serious money on the fact that the 

average peak age for seeking financial advice is 

somewhere around 50 -- between maybe 45 and 55, 

because that’s when people’s incomes peak� 

In maybe five years’ time, that demographic is going 

to be full of millennials� So think about that� Does 
your user experience have anything that would 

“In maybe five year’s time, that demographic is 
going to be full of millennials.”

appeal to that audience and make them trust you 

with their money?

Do I trust a company that doesn’t embrace 

technology to always be offering me the best 

solutions? More critically, if a firm can’t get customer 

journeys right, will I trust them to use technology 

in their own services to have the best full grasp of 

what’s available in the market? 

If it’s not easy to book appointments, that’s crazy� 

As is that over-reliance on: “we’re a person to 

person company, therefore we don’t want to use 

technology�” They want one of their financial 

advisors to email you, but hang on a minute, they’ve 

got a huge group of IFAs (Independent Financial 

Advisors), all with different specialisms, how can 

they select the right one without understanding my 

needs and drivers� It seems obvious that a journey 
where you select what you are looking for and then 

are put in touch with the right adviser is key� “...I need to believe that an organisation is 
sophisticated enough to use basic technology 
to evaluate...”

If I want to invest, I need to believe that an 

organisation is sophisticated enough to use basic 

technology to evaluate all the options available 

to me�
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6 Spotlight Interview 
with financial advisor, 

   Jonathan McAlister
Jonathen McAlister 
is a Client Services 
Associate at Asset 
Planning Corporation, 
an independent financial 
advisory firm founded in 
1975. They use Cronofy to 
deliver automated self-

service online scheduling for their clients (which 
would give them full points in the final section of 
our report.)

We interviewed him about the findings.

What are the most important 
elements of creating a great 
first impression with potential 
clients?

The biggest part of a first impression with a 

potential client is trust� If the client isn’t going to 

trust you with their money then that’s just going to 

be a bad relationship down the road� And they’ll fear 

that you are taking advantage of them or don’t have 

their best interests at heart�

The way to build trust is transparency� The financial 

world is very complicated, which is what allows us to 

exist as a business – but our hope is to educate the 

“The way to build trust is transparency”

client on what they’re investing in, the service they 

are getting into and the fees associated with that�

Our costs are actually right on our website, so 

people know exactly what they’ll be paying� The 

US also has a designation called the certified 

financial planning license, which is hard to get, 

so that’s another differentiator we want up there�

No-one likes to be sold to, but they love to 
buy. That’s really where the best client 

experience begins� 

How do you make it easy for new 
clients to contact you and easily 
get to that first call?

We have a form on our website that requests 

first name, last name, email, and what are you 

interested in� I think they can put their phone 

number, but it’s not mandatory� 

When they fill that out, we email them back directly 

with a link so they can schedule their own meeting� 

The part that I really like about going that way is you 

know what they’re interested in from the contact 

form� You can get directly to what helps them the 

most as quickly as possible�
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What did you think of the 
research and our findings? 

I was surprised at the lack of sophistication 
in responses and scheduling because you would 

think that would be one of the most important parts� 

When you enquire about working together and don’t 

get a response back, it quickly feels like maybe 

you’re not valuable to them or worth their time�

What’s interesting is that I can also see some of 

those scores reflected in how we work� We’d 

always think, “well, if I just give them a call and  

talk to them, that will be the quickest way to get 

it sorted�”  

But in reality, they would rather have finite 
options presented to them so they can decide 

what works best�

I think being chased with phone tag or email tag 

that takes days is a good way to turn them off and 

make the experience draining�

“Covid has increased the amount that people 
use the internet and online scheduling 
and I think people will now be much more 
accustomed to it...”

Covid has increased the amount that people use the 
internet and online scheduling and I think people 

will now be much more accustomed to it than they 

were before the virus�

A lot of businesses in this industry are used to saying 

“I’ve done it forever this way”, and I think there’s an 
opportunity to differentiate yourself with the client 

experience by breaking from that�

Cronofy really does help with that – all someone 

has to do is click a time that works for them, because 

I’ve already put in their email address and other 

information� I think that really adds to a memorable 
and smooth experience�

What are your recommendations 
to others on how to improve that 
initial experience?

Speaking from my generation, there will be an 
expectation for a more streamlined experience� 

That initial experience has to be made more 

comparable to signing up for Facebook or Netflix�

There’s a misconception that it’s better just to go 

for someone that’s about to retire that will be more 

profitable for your company because they have more 

money� But I think the more this client experience 

is streamlined, the more younger people will be 

interested in doing it sooner� So I think there is 

tremendous opportunity in that route�

We have a fiduciary obligation to know the client in 

the best way before we manage their investments 

– and that means a lot of paperwork for us to learn 

about them� 

“It will be transformative if this entire process 
is done digitally...”

It will be transformative if this entire process is done 

digitally and not by paper anymore�
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7 Appendix 
Full data, scoresheet, methodology

Design Easy to find contact area Form instead of email Show 3rd party endorsement 
to assure confidence Delight

Content Basic expectations Address key details 
e.g. pricing

Content/ downloadables 
to truly inform and educate 

in natural journey flow

Quality tone of voice, 
above and beyond

Response Longer than 48 hours Within 48 hours Immediate confirmation/ 
download or similar

Use of automation and high 
quality personal service

Scheduling
100% manual, no guidance 

on times or dates Includes specific dates Including specific times Use system to send times — 
Self-service, customised

1 = No major flaws 2 = Clear first steps of best practice 3 = Beyond expectation 4 = Memorable vs others

Methodology
We created a new identity, enquiring about financial advice and submitted enquiries through the websites of the FT Adviser top 20 firms (removing those who weren’t 

relevant)�  Their responses were then scored using the matrix below, with four points available in each category� Those who didn’t reply within one week were chased 

again after seven days�
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Company Design Content Response Scheduling Total %

1 Johnston Carmichael 4 4 2 3 13 81%

2 1825 4 4 2 1 11 69%

3 Wingate Group 3 3 2 2 10 63%

4 Paradigm Norton 3 3 2 1 9 56%

4 Beckett 3 4 1 1 9 56%

4 Keyte 3 4 1 1 9 56%

5 Mazars 2 3 2 1 8 50%

6 - 1 3 2 1 7 44%

6 - 2 2 2 1 7 44%

7 - 3 3 0 0 6 38%

7 - 1 1 2 2 6 38%

7 - 1 3 1 1 6 38%

7 - 1 3 1 1 6 38%

7 - 1 3 1 3 6 38%

8 - 1 1 2 1 5 38%

8 - 2 3 1 1 5 31%

8 - 3 2 0 0 5 31%

8 - 2 1 1 1 5 31%

9 - 1 1 1 1 4 25%

Out of discretion, we’ve only listed names for the top five highest scoring financial advisors in the study. If you’d like to learn more about your score, please get in touch.
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8 About 
Cronofy

Scheduling everything for everyone.

At Cronofy we focus on delivering tools and 

services that allow businesses, groups and people 

to effectively organize their time� We believe that 

managing time should take minimal effort and 

consider a person’s whole life with complete 

respect for privacy�

We’re the scheduling experts for business and 

this is why tens of thousands of companies 

worldwide rely on our enterprise-ready 

technology to power their scheduling� We work 

with global brands in many industries including 

HR, Healthcare and Finance� 

Cronofy clients can choose to either integrate 

their software with our APIs or to partner with us 

to deliver secure and scalable scheduling to their 

teams through our end-users tools�

www.cronofy.com 
marketing@cronofy�com

Industry leading brands worldwide already trust Cronofy
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